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Polymer foams are cellular solids composed of solid and gas phases that are widely used as
personal protection gear,[1] pressure sensors,[2] thermal insulation,[3] acoustic materials,[4] and even
scaffolds for tissue engineering[5]. Their mechanical, thermal, and acoustic properties are determined
by the respective composition, volume fraction and connectivity of both phases.[6,7] Open-cell foams
consist of a continuous gas phase with intervening solid struts. Liquid or gas can readily flow through
their interconnected open cells. By contrast, closed-cell polymer foams possess discrete bubbles that
are surrounded by solid cell walls. These foams exhibit enhanced load-bearing capabilities, yet their
transport is limited.
Both open- and closed-cell polymer foams are typically produced by conventional processing
methods that rely either on the in situ formation of bubbles via foaming agents,[8,9] decompression
of liquid polymer resins that contain dissolved gas,[10,11] templating,[12,13] or mechanical frothing.[14,15]
While large volumes of material can be generated using these methods, the resulting foams possess
a broad distribution of cell (bubble) sizes owing to the stochastic nature of bubble nucleation and
growth processes.[16] In addition, bubble drainage and Ostwald ripening (gas transport from small to
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large cells) within the liquid foam prior to polymerization further broaden the bubble size
distribution. To overcome this inhomogeneity, microfluidic techniques have recently been used to
generate polymer foams composed of locally monodisperse bubbles[17,18] of controlled
connectivity[19] or gradients.[20,21] However, it is difficult to scale up these techniques to create large
production volumes and free-standing or spanning features are still out of reach.
Additive manufacturing (AM) provides an alternative route for controlling the composition
and architecture of polymer foams.[22] To date, direct ink writing,[23] stereolithography[24,25] and twophoton lithography[26] have been used to create porous polymer constructs with highly tunable
properties. For example, architected polymer lattices have been produced in several geometries
with dense,[27–30] hollow,[24,25,31,32] and foam-based [15,33,34] struts. In the latter case, however, there
was limited control over the bubble size and distribution within each strut, since those lattices were
produced via direct foam writing.[15,34,35] Integrating additive manufacturing with liquid[36] or
solid[37,38] templating enabled fabrication of hierarchical architectures, but simultaneously optimizing
the precision, flexibility, and throughput of these multi-step processes is prohibitively challenging.
Therefore, new methods are needed that enable foam architectures to be systematically patterned
across multiple scales within a single construct,[39,40] since even simple functionally graded materials
may offer major benefits for applications ranging from impact absorbers[41] to micro-filters[42].
Here, we report a new additive manufacturing method, referred to as direct bubble writing,
for creating polymer foams with locally programmed bubble size, volume fraction and connectivity.
Direct bubble writing relies on rapid generation and patterning of liquid shell-gas core droplets
produced using a core-shell nozzle, as shown in Figure 1a,b and Movie 1.[43] These polymer foams
are able to retain their overall shape, since the outer shell of these bubble droplets consist of a lowviscosity monomer that is rapidly polymerized during the printing process.[44] The transition between
open- and closed-cell foams is independently controlled by the gas used, i.e., use of an oxygen-rich
gas suppresses polymerization leading to open cell foams, whereas closed-cell foams are generated
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using oxygen-deficient gases. The relative density of the resulting solid (
the construct density and

, with

being

the polymer density) can be tailored on-the-fly by adjusting the gas

pressure used to produce the bubble droplets. When the gas pressure is zero, solid polymers
(

) are produced. As the gas pressure increases, polymer foams are produced. By mounting

our core-shell printhead onto a 3-axis robotic stage, we can programmably define the macroscopic
shape as well as the local microstructure and functional properties of pure polymer and composite
foams.
Direct bubble writing relies on the controlled ejection of a train of bubbles from the coreshell nozzle (shown in Figure 1c-g) that travel to the substrate. To assess the bubble ejection
dynamics, we systematically varied the gas pressure

and the flow rate

applied to these nozzles

(Figure 1h-k and Movie 2). At low gas pressures, pure-liquid dripping is observed for low flow
ml min-1, followed by pure-liquid jetting at higher flow rates (Figure 1h). This

rates

transition occurs if the inertia of the liquid exceeds surface tension forces at the nozzle tip, as
described

[1]

by a Weber number We

liquid density

, with inner nozzle diameter
surface tension

. This threshold corresponds to

mm,

and liquid velocity

ml min-1 as indicated by the dashed line in

Figure 1l, which is consistent with our measurements.
Increasing the pressure in the jetting regime results in ejection of a train of bubbles either in
the monodisperse regime (Figure 1i) or a bi- or tridisperse regime (Figure 1j). We hypothesize that
the transition from liquid jetting to bubble ejection occurs if the gas pressure exceeds the total
liquid-induced pressure

at the inner nozzle tip. The Bernoulli equation

accounts for the hydrodynamic pressure increase at the stagnation point of the gas-liquid interface
(indicated by the black dot in Figure 1e). The Darcy-Weisbach equation

, with viscosity

, describes the viscous pressure build-up for pipe flow, in this case over the distance
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between the outer and inner nozzle tips. The Young-Laplace equation
describes the pressure required to punch through the liquid-air surface at the inner nozzle tip with
diameter

. All three partial pressures are of order

in the regime studied and

therefore cannot be ignored. For the inertial and the viscous terms, scaling relations are used since
the nozzle geometry and the gas flow may affect the liquid velocity. Figure 1l shows that the
transition from gas-free jetting to bubble ejection is well-described by
prefactor

, with dimensionless

. Given the major simplifications made, this prefactor is remarkably close to 1. At

high gas pressures

, a spray of droplets with poorly defined sizes and trajectories is

produced (Figure 1k), which is not suitable for direct bubble writing.

The above results suggest that

and

are necessary conditions that must

be satisfied for bubble train ejection from core-shell nozzles. These dimensionless parameters
readily translate into the minimum liquid flow rate and gas pressure for bubble ejection as a function
of the liquid properties and nozzle size. In addition, one must avoid spraying, but modeling this more
complex

[2]

transition is beyond the scope of the current work. We therefore selected a flow rate

mL min-1 for all experiments, because it allows for controlled bubble ejection over a wide
range of gas pressures. Note, this flow rate is more than two orders of magnitude higher than those
used for generating polymer foams within microfluidic devices.[3] At this flow rate, we created a
representative 3D polymer foam printed in the monodisperse bubble regime (Figure 1m-o), which
demonstrates that the cell (bubble) size is well controlled.
Direct bubble writing can be used to create both open- and closed-cell polymer foams simply
by switching between air and nitrogen gas, respectively. When air is used, oxygen diffuses into the
liquid cell walls (outer shell) inhibiting polymerization of the acrylate-based ink. The oxygen
penetration depth is estimated as
oxygen diffusion coefficient,

[47]

and

µm, where

m2s-1 denotes the

ms refers to the characteristic polymerization time

estimated from high-speed imaging (Movie 3). Since the liquid interfaces between adjacent cells are
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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less than 40 µm thick (Figure S1), oxygen will inhibit polymerization, eventually leading to rupture of
the liquid cell wall.[48] By contrast, the thickness of the struts is roughly 100 µm or higher. Hence,
while a surface layer is oxygen-inhibited, their core polymerizes into a solid skeleton that constitutes
the desired open-cell foams (Figure 2a and Movie 4). When oxygen is replaced by nitrogen gas, even
the thin liquid interfaces between adjacent cells polymerize upon exposure to UV light, resulting in
closed-cell polymer foams (Figure 2b and Movie 5). The transition between open-cell and closed-cell
foams is maintained over the full density range (Figure S1).
Micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) is used to obtain 3D scans of representative openand closed-cell polymer foams (Figure S2). The resulting image stacks are converted into black and
white images (Figure S2a-c), followed by advanced processing to determine their effective diameter
(Figure S2d-h and Extended Methods). This procedure is sufficiently robust for processing both
open- and closed cell foams (Figure S2i-p). The polymer foam density decreases from that of nearly
100% solid at low pressures (

kg m-3 at P

1.9 kPa) to a 10% solid at high pressures

115 kg m-3 at 4.4 kPa), as shown in Figure 2c. At low pressures (

kPa),

monodisperse bubbles result in polymer foams with a uniform cell size and a quasi-crystalline
packing (Figure 2d and Figure S2m). Bidisperse polymer foams are observed for

kPa.

In these foams, bubbles with two characteristic diameters of 0.3 ± 0.1 and 0.7 ± 0.1 mm (Figure 2e-g
and Figure S2n) are observed. The cell size distribution is plotted in Figure 2f, which reveals that the
characteristic bubble diameter (with a coefficient of variation of 4%) could be tuned from 0.4 to 0.7
mm (Figure 2g). Finally, at even higher gas pressures, polymer foams with a tri-disperse distribution
are observed at P = 3.6 kPa (Figure S2o), followed by a broad cell size distribution at P = 4.8 kPa
(Figure S2p).

Polymer foams with programmed shape and hierarchical porosity can be manufactured by
direct bubble writing while translating the printhead in x-, y-, and z-directions as bubbles are
continuously ejected. For printing speeds of

mm s-1, continuous filaments are formed (Figure
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3a). The filament width increases with increasing pressure or decreasing print speed (Figure 3b).
Since the printed filaments rapidly solidify, they can be readily stacked to produce 3D architectures.
As one example, we created a 3D triangular lattice with outer dimensions of 60x40x3 cm3 (Figure 3cf), which was printed in 22 minutes at a liquid flow rate of 10 mL min-1 (note: the total flowrate
increases to ~ 80 mL min-1 through the entrainment of air). Vertical pillars of controlled height can be
fabricated by immobilizing the printhead for a fixed duration (Figure S3a-b). By moving the printhead
mm s-1), one can control the inclination angle of each pillar (Figure

at low speed in-plane (

S3c), which could be generated up to 40° for low-density materials (Figure S3d; see Materials and
Methods for further details). Bridges between pillars could be formed by touching pillar tips out-ofmm s-

plane (Figure S3e). The transition between inclined pillars to filaments occurs at
1

, at which horizontal spanning features form. We take advantage of this capability to create 3D

woodpile architectures that possess interconnected channels both between and within the spanning
foam features (Figure S3f).[49]
Using direct bubble writing, we can also produce 3D polymer foams with locally graded
mechanical properties (Figure 4). We can independently produce foams of low (soft) and high (stiff)
stiffness (Figure 4a,b) that either compress or maintain their shape under a 100 g mass, respectively.
We can integrate stiffness gradients within a given printed foam simply by locally varying the bubble
density, which allows their stiffness to be tuned over several orders of magnitude (Figure 4c). Theory
predicts a power-law dependence of normalized stiffness,
, where

and

, on the relative density,

denote the bulk density and elasticity, respectively. Note, an exponent

is predicted and widely observed for open-cell solids, whereas

is predicted for

closed-cell solids with increasingly thin walls[6]. Although these values are derived for

,

they are typically also accurate at higher densities for a wide range of cellular solids. We find that
for closed-cell polymer foams, which suggests that the outer surface does not strongly
contribute to their overall stiffness, which is expected given their low thickness (Figure S1). By
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contrast, we observe

for open-cell polymer foams, which may arise due to their relatively thin

struts.[50] The high values of

indicate exceptional stiffness tunability over a moderate density

range, which we exploited for conformal printing of a tri-stable cap with stiff and soft regions (Figure
4d). The printed cap snaps into different shapes upon continued compression from the top (Figure
4e), of which states (i), (iii), and (iv) are stable as reflected by the force-indentation curve shown in
Figure 4f. Since local gradients in stiffness can be programmably defined at any location via direct
bubble writing, this approach offers a pathway for creating 3D architected foams whose shape and
mechanical response is specifically optimized for a given application.
As a final example, conductive composite foams were developed for use as pressure sensors.
Specifically, we generated silver nanoparticles (NPs, Figure 5a) in situ within the printed polymer
foam by UV-induced reduction of silver nitrate that was predissolved within the liquid resin ink.[51]
The printed composite foams exhibit an elastic modulus comparable to their pure polymer foam
counterparts (Figure S4a-b). The electric resistance of conductive composite foams of varying
stiffness is measured under controlled compression, by placing each foam between two electrodes
(Figure 5b). These data reveal that the electrical resistance decreases with increasing compressive
stress and foam stiffness (Figure 5c). To assess their pressure sensing performance, the
sensitivity

as a function of applied stress is shown in Figure 5d. The absolute sensitivity

is comparable to recently developed foam-based pressure sensors (Figure S4d). The sensors
maintain their elasticity under moderate compression and repeated cycling (Figure S5a,b). For
example, the low-density (

0.18) samples exhibit elastic behavior up to 60% strain (Figure S5c) in

the 0.2 to 20 kPa range with limited hysteresis as a function of the strain (Figure S5d) and stress
(Figure S5e). High-density samples (

0.41) are elastic up to 40% strain and allow virtually

hysteresis-free pressure measurements over a large stress range from 0.5 to 100 kPa. As such, direct
bubble writing enables one-step fabrication of pressure sensors with controlled shape and tunable
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stiffness for a highly relevant stress range that includes both gentle touch (<10 kPa) and object
manipulation (10 to 100 kPa).
In summary, we report a new additive manufacturing method, known as direct bubble
writing, for creating polymer foams with programmable macroscopic shape and locally tunable
microstructure and functional properties.

A directed train of monomer-containing bubbles is

ejected from a nozzle at rates exceeding 10 mL min-1 and printed onto a substrate, where the
material is polymerized in situ by UV light. The gas pressure controls the local foam density, which
enables the generation of polymer foams with varying Young’s modulus

. Open-

and closed-cell polymer foams are produced using air- and nitrogen-filled bubbles, respectively.
Using direct bubble writing, we fabricated homogeneous and graded polymer foams in several
motifs, including 3D lattices, shells, and out-of-plane pillars. Through the incorporation of silver
nanoparticles, we produced conductive composite foams with controlled stiffness for use as soft
pressure sensors. Direct bubble writing opens new avenues for rapidly designing and manufacturing
designer polymer foams on demand.
Materials and methods
Materials: Polymer foams were created using an ink composed of polyethylene glycol-diacrylate
(35wt%, PEG-DA, Mn = 700 Da, 35%wt, Sigma), photoinitiator (1 wt%, Irgacure 651, BASF), surfactant
(2 wt%, Tween 80, Sigma), and deionized water (62%wt). First, PEG-DA, Tween 80 and Irgacure 651
were mixed together for 10 min at 2350 rpm using Flacktek speed mixer. Next, deionized water was
added to this mixture, while continuously stirring for 30 sec. The resulting liquid resin was stored
prior to use to prevent photopolymerization. Conductive polymer foams were prepared by creating
a composite ink following the same procedure outlined above, except that silver nitrate (10 g) was
added to the base mixture.[51] The inks were purged with nitrogen for 20 min prior to filling each
syringe in an oxygen-free atmosphere. The viscosity of the ink was measured using an Ex2000
Rheometer (TA Instruments) and the surface tension was determined with the hanging drop
method.
Direct bubble writing: A customized printhead was developed for direct bubble writing, which
consists of a core-shell nozzle surrounded by four optical fibers. The printhead is mounted on a 3Daxis motion-controlled stage (Aerotech). Disposable core-shell nozzles were created using an
Envisiontec Aureus printer. The nozzle inlets were connected to PEEK tubing using standard Luer-lok
components (IDEX Health&Science). Inside each nozzle, liquid and gas channels are concentrically
aligned. The inner and outer diameters of each nozzle are
mm and
mm,
respectively. UV light is provided by an Omnicure light source (Omnicure S2000, Excelitas
technologies) connected to a splitting optical fiber. The four ends of this optical fiber were pointed
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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towards the location of bubble impact (~ 10 cm below the nozzle) to promote photopolymerization
with a light intensity of 0.8 ± 0.2 mW cm-2 over a circular area (5 cm in diameter). Optical images of
the printing process were obtained using a Q-click F-M12 camera (Qimaging) with shutter time of
30 µs. High-speed videos were obtained using a V7.1 (Phantom) camera operated at 6000 frames s-1.
Open and closed polymer foams were printed in a layerwise build pattern at speed of 40 mm s-1 to
100 mm s-1 depending on the applied gas pressure. The center-to-center distance between adjacent
features ranged between 4 to 7 mm. The nozzle height was held at 10 cm above substrate and did
not change during printing. Polymer foams in the shape of a spherical cap were printed conformally
onto a mold. The object was manually removed from the mold after printing. Conductive polymer
foams were printed and exposed to broadband UV light from both above and below for 10 min per
side to enhance the formation of silver nanoparticles. After printing, the foams were slowly dried at
70% and 85% relative humidity. The foam mass and outer dimensions were measured before and
after drying. They exhibited a mass loss of 59 ± 1% and linear shrinkages of 27.8 ± 1.1% in x-y
direction and 28.0 ± 2.1% in z-direction. Upon drying, the foam density increased by 9%.
Vertical pillars were formed holding the printhead in a constant position both vertically and laterally.
Inclined pillars were printed by moving the printhead laterally at
mm s-1. V-shaped bridges
were made by printing two inclined pillars from their base and connecting their tips. If the vertical
pillar growth velocity is independent of the printhead velocity (which is valid in the low- limit),
, where
represents a vertical pillar and
represents a horizontal
filament.[52] This model breaks down for
for low pressures and
for all pressures, as
the prescribed velocity
is so high the vertical pillar growth velocity
is no longer
constant. The vertical pillar growth velocity was determined from a linear fit to the height versus
time curves (Figure S3b).
Microstructual characterization: Printed polymer and composite foams were laser-cut into
cuboid shapes of known dimensions and weighed to determine their relative density. Optical
images of their top surface were taken after printing using an optical microscope (Zeiss
Discovery.V20). Their characteristic bubble diameter was determined using image analysis
carried out on at least 50 bubbles. The bubble size distribution is described by a Gaussian
fit,
where
denotes a fitting constant,
the mean cell diameter, and
the
standard deviation. Since these optical measurements are based on the foam surface, we
also determined the bubble size distribution using 3D micro-CT. Printed foams were cut to
an approximate size of 1cm3 and placed in a micro-CT scanner (X-tec, HMXST225). After
CT-scanning and image reconstruction with standard software (VG StudioMax), an image
stack was obtained for each sample. The images were converted to black-and-white, and
the size of each 3D black cell that is surrounded by white pixels (cell walls) was determined
by image processing in Matlab (see extended methods for additional details).
Mechanical testing: Polymer foams were laser-cut with a Universal Laser System PLS6.150D to
sizes of ~15 mm x 15 mm with a thickness between 5 and 20 mm (note, thicker samples
corresponded to foams with higher porosity). Each foam sample was placed in an Instron
machine (Model # 5566) and their stress-strain behavior was measured under compressive
loading conditions at a crossbar velocity of 0.1 mm s-1 to 1 mm s-1 with the higher velocity
used for the thicker samples. Their Young’s modulus was obtained by a first-order fit over
the linear regime of the stress-strain curve.
Conductive polymer foams were tested by first attaching copper electrodes with a surface
area of 20x20mm2 to both sides of the Instron machine. These electrodes were connected to
a computer-controlled resistance meter (Hioki M3544-01) that measured the electrical
resistivity as a function of time. Their pressure sensitivity was determined by correlating the
measured
resistivity
values
to
their
stress-strain
curves
in
Matlab.
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1: Direct bubble writing. (a) Optical image of the printhead, where the arrow indicates the
nozzle tip. The transparent tubing (left) supplies the gas and the thin beige tubing (right) supplies the
liquid. Four optical fibers are locked in place by a separately printed holder, emitting UV light to the
purple spot at the substrate.[53] (b) Schematic illustration of bubbles composed of a fluid shell-gas
core, which are ejected from the core-shell nozzle onto the substrate and rapidly photopolymerized.
Optical images of the (c) surface and (d) cross-section of the core-shell nozzle. (e) Scheme of the
cross section. (f,g) Optical images of (f) the shell orifice and (g) the core orifice. (h) Ejection of a
purely liquid jet occurs at low gas pressures. (i) Monodisperse and (j) bidisperse bubbles are ejected
at intermediate gas pressures. (k) At higher gas pressures, the bubbles burst upon ejection and
directionality is lost. (l) Phase diagram delineating each bubble ejection regime as a function of the
fluid (ink) flow rate and gas pressures used. The markers correspond to h-k. The solid line indicates
the modeled transition from pure-liquid ejection to bubble ejection at
and the
dashed line indicates the modeled transition from dripping to jetting at We = 4. The background
colors serve as a guide to the eye. (m-o) Optical image of a printed polymer foam (70 x 70 x 35 mm3)
fabricated by direct bubble writing at a pressure of 2.4 kPa. (n,o) Optical images of cells at the top
surface. Scale bars: (c) 5 mm, (d,e) 1 mm, (f,g) 0.25 mm, (n,o) 0.5mm.
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Figure 2: Open- and closed-cell polymer foams. (a) Open-cell polymer foams are formed by printing
air-filled bubbles. (b) Closed-cell solids are formed by printing nitrogen-filled bubbles, resulting in
polymerization of the intact cell walls. The examples in (a,b) show micro-CT scans of polymer foams
with similar densities of ρ = 131 ± 5 kg m-3 and ρ = 122 ± 5 kg m-3, respectively. (c) The density as a
function of the pressure applied to the nozzle; colors and markers correspond to Figure 1l. (d)
Monodisperse polymer foams are formed by direct bubble writing at low pressures (shown: P = 2.2
kPa), whereas (e) a bidisperse size distribution is observed (i.e. two dominant cell sizes) for
intermediate pressures (shown: P = 2.8 kPa). (f) Cell size distributions corresponding to (d,e). (g) Cell
size distribution as a function of the pressure, as determined with optical microscopy (open markers)
and validated by micro-CT measurements (solid markers). Scale bars: 0.5 mm.
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Figure 3: Direct bubble writing of hierarchical polymer foams. (a) Printed filaments formed by
laterally moving the nozzle operated at P = 2.4 kPa for velocities of 35 mm s-1, 70 mm s-1, 150 mm s-1,
and 250 mm s-1 (left to right). (b) Filament width as a function of the printhead velocity and the gas
pressure. (c,d) Large-scale 3D honeycomb, that was printed at a pressure of 4 kPa with a velocity of
60 mm s-1. (e) View of the star-shaped strut connections, with (f) detail highlighting the small-scale
cell architecture. Scale bars: (a) 1 mm; (c) 50 mm, (e) 5 mm, (f) 0.5 mm.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Figure 4: Mechanical properties of printed polymer foams. Optical images of (a) a soft foam with a
Young’s modulus of 10 kPa that strongly deforms upon compression by a 100-g load and (b) a stiff
foam with a Young’s modulus of 400 kPa that maintains its shape under the same load. (c) Log-log
plot of Young’s modulus as a function of the relative density for open- and closed-cell polymer
foams. Theory predicts a power law exponent between 1 (solid line) and 2 (dashed line) for closedcell materials and 2 for open-cell materials. The dotted line (with slope 4) indicates the slope of the
open-cell data. (d) A spherical cap with sections of different stiffness was conformally printed onto a
mold. (e) Images of the spherical cap during compression. The stiff top of this solid (bubble-free) cap
is transparent. Bottom row: Schemes of different states obtained during translation. (f) Applied force
as a function of indentation, in which the solid, dashed, and dotted lines indicate runs 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The numbers (i) to (iv) correspond to (e). Scale bars: 20 mm.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Figure 5: Conductive composite foams. (a) Optical image of the top surface of a representative
conductive composite foam. Scale bar: 500 nm. (b) Schematic illustrations of composite foam
compression between two electrodes, in which electric resistance is measured as a function of
applied load. (c) Log-log plot of the electric resistance as a function of applied stress for conductive
composite foams of different elastic moduli. (d) Log-log plot of sensitivity as a function of the applied
stress, which reveals that these conductive composite foams may be used as pressure sensors that
exhibit universal behavior independent of their stiffness.
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TOC Image and Caption

Architected polymer foams were fabricated by direct bubble writing, in which bubbles are
ejected into the air, deposited onto a substrate, and photopolymerized with UV light. Openand closed-cell foams with locally graded densities were printed into 3D objects at
throughputs >10 mL min-1.
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